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Custom Casting Instructions
Before you begin, make sure your casting kit is complete. You should have a pair of latex gloves,
1 cutting tube (rubber surgical tube), 1 package of fiberglass casting tape, and stockinet. Cloth
tape measure and cast scissors are not included. A small container of room temperature water
is also needed.

The animal to be casted can either be standing or lying down.
This depends on the injury and positioning needed for the cast.
Place stockinet on limb and pull tight to smooth out all wrinkles.

Place cutting tube down the front of limb
and secure with tape.
This will be the cutting strip used to remove the cast
with bandage scissors.

Apply the Latex gloves and open the Fiberglass casting tape.
Place roll of casting tape in room temperature water.
Distribute water through casting tape by squeezing for 4-5 seconds.
Remove casting tape from water.
Find loose end of casting tape and begin wrapping the limb,
starting at the top and working down.
One or two layers of casting material is adequate.
Discard excess casting tape.
Once the limb is fully wrapped, begin positioning it.
The set up time for the casting tape is about 2 min.
Please note: The cast cannot be changed once it has set up.
It is important the limb be placed in a neutral or normal position.
This will vary due to injury and support needed.

Use Cast Scissors to remove cast from limb.
Begin at the bottom of cast and slide blunt end of scissors
in between casting tape and tube.
Once casting tap is cut use cast scissors and trim inner stockinet.
Open the cast up slightly and slide off of limb.

Mark any pressure areas or bony prominences
that are a concern with a marker.
Please label the splint with clients name and
which limb the splint is for. (Right or Left)

Fill out enclosed paperwork and ship cast to our production facility.
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